4 Paws Games and Publishing

The Creative Expressions Experience

THE CREATIVE EXPRESSIONS
EXPERIENCE
NOTE: We bring in a variety of entertainment each year. It may not be to your liking, just
as the type may not be ours either. This event brings in all cultures, music, and variety.
Rudeness will not be tolerated, and we ask that if you can't accept what may be
present at the event, please do not attend. If something is too loud, you are more than
welcome to wait outside until it is done. We have been working at managing the sound
but sometimes stuff happens. This is our 3rd year and we’ve hit around 200 people in
attendance each year. Not everyone buys and not all vendors make a bunch of sales.
While this is our 3rd year, we are still trying to find the right time to help increase
attendance. We do our best with this event and put a great deal of time into it.
Money from this event will go towards the event and not to the business, even though it
is hosted by 4 Paws Games and Publishing. Whatever remains this year, will be used for
future events. If you know of anyone interested in sponsoring this event or entertaining
at it, please have them contact us.

Venue
Inside the Bruno Community Hall, the front entrance area, and the parking lot. 513 Kirby
Street. Bruno, Saskatchewan.

Times
Saturday, September 28, 2019. Event time is 10AM – 4PM.
Kitchen, entertainment times, etc. are yet to be determined. The kitchen will be open
throughout the event. We will have door prizes which will support the Bruno Friendship
Center (Senior Center).
Registration deadline: August 1, 2019 unless space is still available.

Our Contact Information
4 Paws Games and Publishing
P.O. Box 444 Humboldt, SK, S0K 2A0
Admin@4-Paws-Games-and-Publishing.ca
Vickianne & Kenn Caswell
(306)290-0454
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Cost
1 6-foot table $25 OR 2 6-foot tables/space $40 OR 3 6-foot tables/space $55. There is
no extra space beside so please book accordingly.
1 Power plug $5 (inside only and plug space is limited)
NOTE: This is table space only meaning what you can fit on the 6-foot table or in your
space, not beyond. Exits beside tables and behind can not be blocked! Entertainment
is also held indoors.
Advertising
Logo/Book/Picture on flyer $20 + PST. We will not be putting door prize sponsors on this
year so that our entertainment photos are larger. We will, however, have a special
poster with logos and such at the tables. We do list a basic list of what we think people
would be interested in. Everything must be in by August 1, 2019 for it to be listed. This
includes entertainment times.

Want to be Part of the Entertainment or a
Demonstrator?
If you are offering to do free entertainment, whether it be a skit, singing, dancing, or
reading from your book, etc. we can offer you a free table for a min. of 30 mins of your
time. You don’t have to take a table and you don’t have to sell what you provided as
entertainment. All entertainment must be family-friendly. We will have 10 spots available
for entertainment times.
We are also looking for demonstrators (15-30 mins) this year which would be done at a
separate table. We can offer a $10 discount off your booth (Sorry, but the table money
helps improve the event like by paying for advertising).
The stage is where all performances will take place. We will have the eating area once
again up in front and around. The place can get loud so you may need earplugs or
something to read a book. This is the only area where there is a sound system, is
protected from the elements and where we can place the tables and chairs. We will
have a separate table for demonstrations.

Why Do This?
This event is all about arts and culture. It always has been. We hope that you will share
your love for your work by providing a demonstration or entertain for a bit for us.
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Theme and Contests
This year, our theme will be mythical creatures. You don’t have to participate, but we
hope you do. Makes something with a dragon on it, decorate your table, etc. Each
vendor’s booth will receive a number for their table which guests will vote on their
favorite booth. Winner receives a prize.

Rental
Setup time is as early as 8AM. Take down time is at 4PM and not any earlier. Vendors
who start packing before this time will not be returning for any future events. This year,
there will be no parking in the lot as vendors will be setting up there as well. You will
need to park in front of the place during this time and we ask that you move your cars
off the main street so that visitors can park. Vehicles must be gone by 10AM and are
not to return until after 4PM.
If you have any questions or concerns during the event, please visit the 4 Paws Games
and Publishing table, which will also be the main information booth. At least one of us
will always be there most of the time and we will be located near one of the doors.
Rental space consists of a 6-foot table only, and two chairs. There will be no space
beside it for your stuff.
Wall space and plugs are limited. Plugs will be given to the first vendors who ask. These
are indoors only. Wall requests will be given in order of request AFTER plugs requests.
Order of requests/plugs means forms and payment in first.

Payment
The rental agreements can be printed out and signed, then either emailed back or sent
by mail.
Payment can be paid in one of the following ways:
Interact E-transfer or PayPal to: Admin@4-Paws-Games-and-Publishing.ca
Checks or money orders mailed to the above address and issued to 4 Paws Games
and Publishing. Receipts will be provided to vendors that day.
Our Store
https://www.4-paws-games-and-publishing.ca/store.html#!/Creative-ExpressionsExperience/c/28920183/offset=0&sort=normal
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Rules
1. Please keep the aisles free in the front and back of tables for easy access.
2. Please keep your items to on and under the table only.
3. Please keep your area clean and safe. Vendors are responsible for cleaning
up their area before leaving.
4. Absolutely no confetti or glitter lose in the hall. The pop rule is no more.
5. This is a family-friendly event. Please keep it that way with your products and
any entertainment provided (no photos, etc. that are not rated PG and no
selling products to children illegally).
6. The dance floor is the wooden floor. Please be careful with it and watch for
any spills. Chairs must not be changed in this area either as they don’t want
the other ones on this floor.
7. Neither the town hall, nor 4 Paws Games and Publishing are responsible for
any thefts, injury, or damage at your table, or to your products.
8. Failure to follow the rules can result in immediate removal from event with no
refund.
9. As we want a variety of items offered for the event, we reserve the right to
refuse vendors. We will do our best to keep similar vendors in separate areas.
10. Payment must be cleared, and the form sent in before a spot is secured.
11. Please note that we are currently unable to take any tables that may involve
messes that can spread as we would like our damage deposit back.
12. No sticking anything on the wall and please be careful with them.
13. Products can include crafts, books (this does not include second hand or
resale of books unless produced by the author or publisher who will be
present), photography, artistic services, art works, etc. We will not accept any
home business or trade products unless they fit within the criteria of our event.
You must have selling rights to the products there.
14. No pets inside. Any outside must be cleaned up after.
15. No music or other sounds objects as we have entertainment on stage and
would like people to be able to hear them.
16.
UNLOAD/PARKING NOTE: You can use the front of the building and there are 2 other
doors near the back that you can use but you will have to come in first.
Once unloaded, we ask that vendors either park near the tracks (grassy area and
we’ve seen people park there before) or a couple blocks away. The reason for this
being that we do not have the parking lot not for visitors.
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Places to Stay
Shady Elm Guesthouse - Bruno, SK
www.shadyelmguesthouse.com
- Pet friendly.
Bella Vista Inn - Humboldt, SK
http://www.bellavistainn.ca/
- A rate of $89 plus tax. Make sure to give the rate quoted here. Pet friendly.
Bruno Campground - Bruno, SK
mairs.dave@gmail.com
$20/night. Electricity on site, water tap for water. Washroom and shower facilities at
Bruno Lion's Club. Code provided at stay. Pets allowed but must always be on leash.

Volunteers
We are going to need volunteers to run this event and appreciate any help so please
share the event, have us send you a poster for your area, tell people we need help or
whatever you can do to help make this event a success. Thank you!
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Creative Expressions Registration Form
Fill in all * and red fields. Thank you!
Organization/Person’s Name:
Primary Contact’s Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:
Website/Facebook Page:

*
*
*
*

I am renting inside:
I require power ($5/plug)
Additional advertising ($20 + PST) $21.20

__________ Tables and __________ Chairs
__________ Power slots

Product/Items/Services being sold at the event:
*

Table rental $25 each or 2/$40
Advertising on flyer ($20+PST) $21.20
Final total (PST # 2638450)

*$
$
*$

I understand and will follow the rules and guidelines provided above. Send this page
back only. Please note that by signing this agreement, you are allowing us to take
photos of your booth (or you with it) for advertising next year’s event.
Signature:
Date:

*
*
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Door Prize Donation
If you would like to donate a door prize, please send us the information below. The item
can be brought the day of the event. If website/Facebook page is different than
above or you’d like a different name mentioned with the door prize donation online
and at the event, please let us know below. You are not expected to donate one, this is
optional. If you have a photo of the donation, please send it to us and we will share this
as well.
All door prizes will be going towards a good cause. To enter for the door prizes, all
customers need to donate a monetary donation which will go towards the Bruno
Friendship Center (Seniors Center). Should you donate a door prize, send us a photo
and we will promote this and your business as well. Thank you!
We will have a sheet with all our generous donators’ logos at the tables as well as online
advertising for you on our website and Facebook page. We are no longer offering it on
our flyers so that we can promote the event more by listing the entertainment. If this
changes we will let you know.
Item:

Value:

$

VIP Gifts
We would like to offer gift bags to our VIP sponsors once. The amount varies. It could be
around 10, more, or less. You do not have to commit to this if you answer yes you’d be
interested. We understand that it isn’t possible for everyone, especially if it’s a large
number. By saying you are interested, just means we will get in touch with you once we
have a number to ask you once more. If you can’t, that is fine.
What you can add: A small item you’ve made or even a coupon for your table. Of
course, VIPs would prefer an item, but this is up to you. If adding an item, be sure to
include a business card.
Are you interested (yes or no):
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